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There’s nothing better than curling up with a
good book, except snuggling up with a good
book and a cute pet. Studies have shown that
cuddling a pet reduces stress levels in both
human and animal.
With help from Animal Haven, a New York
City-based nonprofit that finds homes for
abandoned dogs and cats, Read It Forward
paired 21 exciting new reads with pets who
are ready to be adopted.
Check out our list of heartfelt memoirs,
short story collections, enthralling fiction
and impactful essays, then contact your local
animal shelter to set up a visit. By adopting a
furry reading buddy, you’re not only saving
their life, you’re enriching your own, too.
3

By Katharine Scrivener
Photography by Shannon
McLaughlin Kirkman
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R

umple is a chill older dude who
was found wandering the
streets of New York City with no
collar or tags. He was brought to
the city shelter but when no one
claimed him, Animal Haven took
him in. Although the nine-year-old
Staffie mix may look tough, he is
really just a gentle giant in need of
love!

http://bit.ly/AHDogs

Find out more about
me and my friends

A

s the founder, owner, and executive chef of

kitchens and gardens as interactive classrooms.

Berkeley in the 1960s where she got involved in

Chez Panisse Restaurant and Café in

With thirteen cookbooks to her name, Waters’

the free speech movement and the protests

Berkeley, California—one of the most renowned

first memoir is sure to be gobbled up by genera-

against the Vietnam War. Her free-spirit and

restaurants in the country—Alice Waters has

tions of chefs and foodies alike. Using flashbacks

political activism proved to be useful in

become a cultural icon in the food industry. Her

and reflections, she gives a personal view of her

becoming a champion of local, sustainable

honors are numerous, including the National

early life and how Chez Panisse, one of the most

agriculture, and, arguably, a pioneer of the

Humanities Medal, the French Legion of Honor,

lauded restaurants in the world, came to be.

farm-to-table movement.

“When I think about my past, I see that the way I

Not just the story of Waters’ life, but of her

was raised and the experiences I had as a young

highly-acclaimed restaurant, Waters uses stories,

Waters also founded the first Edible Schoolyard

woman fed and formed me in such profound

recipes, and letters to show her evolution of

at Berkeley’s Martin Luther King Jr. Middle

ways that opening a place like Chez Panisse was,

becoming “the mother of American food.”

School, a model that blends organic gardening

in a sense, inevitable,” Waters says.

the WSJ. Magazine Humanitarian Innovator
Award, and three James Beard Awards.

into the curriculum of the school, treating

Waters attended the University of California,

4
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at is a stunningly beautiful
six-year-old girl who loves
everyone! She was sadly given up
when her family’s living
circumstances changed and they
were unable to keep her. She was
recently adopted and is now living
a wonderful life with her new
family.

http://bit.ly/AHCats
Find out more about
me and my friends

C

eleste Ng proved her storytelling talent

The Richardson family lives a picture-perfect life

Warrens move in, but when a custody battle

with her 2014 debut novel Everything I

in the affluent Cleveland, Ohio suburb of Shaker

erupts across the tight-knit community, and

Never Told You, which was a New York Times

Heights, whose town motto is, “Most

Mia’s loyalties lie opposite her own, she grows

bestseller, Amazon’s #1 book of 2014, and was

communities happen; the best are planned.” This

suspicious of her tenant. But investigating Mia’s

named to several best book of the year lists,

makes for a perfect setting for Little Fires

past proves to be more than Elena bargains for.

including NPR, Buzzfeed, and Entertainment

Everywhere, in which the idea that following the

Ng’s signature character building (slowly, so

Weekly, among others. After three long years, her

rules can avert disaster is put to the test. When

readers feel like they get to know them), exqui-

highly anticipated second novel, Little Fires

Pearl Warren and her itinerant artist mother Mia

sitely written story, and gripping plot will have

Everywhere, is publishing in September 2017.

move into the Richardsons’ rental house, Pearl

readers flying through the pages of this novel, all

Thankfully, there’s no sophomore slump for Ng.

becomes infatuated with this seemingly flawless

the while questioning ideas of motherhood,

Named to The Millions Most Anticipated list,

family. But the reader knows better—there's no

immigration, privilege, and social constructs.

Little Fires Everywhere has everyone from Paula

perfection here.

Hawkins to Terry McMillan singing its praises.

Elena Richardson is initially excited when the

5
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two-year-old Chihuahua/
Dachshund mix, Almond is a
very affectionate girl who has
made lots of friends in the shelter.
In addition to being extremely
cute, she's also hilarious! The
things she does and the way she
interacts with the world is nothing
short of a doggie sitcom.

http://bit.ly/AHDogs
Find out more about
me and my friends

M

y Absolute Darling is a stunning debut

At first glance, it’s clear something about their

As Turtle starts to see the world with new eyes,

novel from Gabriel Tallent. Praised by

life is different. Martin has been training Turtle

her safety is jeopardized and she’s forced to find

Stephen King as a book he’ll “remember forever,”

how to use a gun since the age of six…not a

a way to save herself. A harrowing story of abuse

Tallent has created a world so vivid that the

normal thing to teach a child. But a few chapters

and survival, the sensitive subject matter makes

reader becomes utterly absorbed by it.

later, the reader finds out just how horrifying and

this a risky piece of writing, but Tallent manages

Fourteen-year-old Turtle Alveston lives a

dysfunctional life with Martin really is.

to pull it off; an impressive feat for his first novel.

sheltered life. Set on the Northern California

Martin regularly terrorizes, belittles, and sexually

coast, Turtle is cut off from the world, living with

abuses Turtle. But because it’s the only life she’s

her tortured and psychopathic father, Martin, in

known, she sees nothing wrong with it—until she

a ramshackle cabin in the woods. Having

meets Jacob. Jacob lives a much different

isolated himself since the death of Turtle’s

life—carefree, lighthearted, in a big, clean house.

mother, Martin is more than just an

It’s then that Turtle slowly becomes aware of

overprotective father, he’s an abusive one.

how abnormal her home life is.

6
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T

hirteen-year-old Cheetah and
eleven-year-old Bear are an
extremely bonded pair of seniors.
The two dogs were abandoned at a
Florida shelter and were in line to
be euthanized, but, luckily, one of
Animal Haven's donors flew them
(on a private plane!) to New York
City. They were adopted together
by a wonderful family.

http://bit.ly/AHDogs
Find out more about
us and our friends

S

et in an undetermined but not-too-distant

girlfriend, a tech tycoon, and a simple

suspenseful novel yet, equally intrigued by the

future, the U.S. has been split into two

housewife—decide to embark on one of the

thrills as the political commentary.

separate territories after being overrun by

extreme tourism expeditions offered to the rich,

A story about more than killer ticks, The Salt Line

disease-carrying ticks. Most lucky citizens have

setting off past the salt lines and into the wild.

will surprise, leaving readers wondering who to

fled to safe zones, protected by “salt lines”

Soon, the adrenaline junkies find more than they

root for and questioning what freedom really

designed to keep the dangerous creatures out

bargained for, and their lives become

means. Claire Vaye Watkins, author of Gold Fame

and allow the inhabitants to go about their daily

endangered by more than just the fatal disease

Citrus, calls it a “wholly terrifying dystopian

lives, safe and protected. But not everyone has

the ticks carry.

nightmare,” written by an author whose “talent

been provided such good fortune. A large chunk

Holly Goddard Jones’ exquisite world-building,

unfurls in this novel like never before.” Fans of

of the population has taken shelter in

combined with clever characterization and

Station Eleven and California will be stunned by

settlements outside of the salt lines, where they

plenty of plot make for a memorable, terrifying,

this entertaining and eerie literary thriller.

struggle to get by and remain free from harm.

and tense read. Lovers of speculative fiction and

A group of wealthy tourists—a rock star and his

ensemble-driven stories will flock to Jones’ most

7
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ool Party is always ready for a
good time! The three-year-old
Shih-Tzu/Poodle mix has lots of
energy and gets very excited when
he’s about to go for a walk. When
meeting new people, he likes slow
introductions; otherwise he tends
to get scared. Once acclimated, he
loves curling up in peoples' laps.

http://bit.ly/AHDogs
Find out more about
me and my friends

W

ith Sing, Unburied, Sing, Jesmyn Ward’s

who dips in and out of their lives while being

dangerous and frightening journey.

first novel since the 2011 National Book

haunted by hallucinatory visions of her dead

Ward describes Sing, Unburied, Sing as “a cross

Award-winning Salvage the Bones, Ward once

brother. Pap tries his best to run the household,

between a road trip and a ghost story,”

again proves she’s the Toni Morrison of modern

take care of cancer-ridden Mam, and parent the

implementing magical realism that creates an

day. In stunning prose, Sing, Unburied, Sing tells

two children, but Jojo increasingly finds himself

absorbing story with a mythical quality that will

of the ache of loss, and the fear of what a person

stepping into a parental role when it comes to

leave the reader breathless. The novel’s themes

still has left to lose, creating a lens through

Kayla. After Leonie learns that Jojo and Kayla’s

of poverty, racial injustice, and addiction are

which each character views and interprets the

white father is due to be released from prison,

incredibly relevant and Ward draws on her

world.

she packs them up and sets out for Mississippi

experience as a parent, posing questions about

The story centers around thirteen-year-old Jojo,

State Penitentiary.

motherhood, forgiveness, and the role of family.

and his three-year-old sister, Kayla. The two live

Leonie is hopeful that reuniting with the

with their grandparents, Mam and Pop, and

children’s father will prove to be a new beginning

occasionally their drug-addicted mother, Leonie,

for all of them, but instead it turns out to be a

8
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en-year-old "Walter Pickle
Pants” was born with Cerebellar
Hypoplasia, a neurological
condition in which the cerebellum is
under-developed. But this only
makes him that much more
charismatic. When he walks, he
looks like he's had too much
tequila, but as far as he knows, he’s
just like any other cat and doesn't
feel any different.

http://bit.ly/AHCats
Find out more about
me and my friends

T

he extraordinary Salman Rushdie is back at

reinvent themselves after tragedy, the Goldens

Using brilliant prose, Rushdie creates a

it. The latest novel by the Man Booker

seem enigmatic and elusive to outsiders, yet also

modern-day fable about life in a post-truth

Prize-winning author of Midnight’s Children

slightly dangerous.

world, that begins on Obama’s inauguration day

promises to stick with readers long after they

René, the Goldens’ neighbor and an aspiring

and ends after the tactless campaign and

turn the last page.

young filmmaker, decides to make the Goldens

election of the 45th President. Drawing on Greek

When mysterious billionaire Nero Golden and his

the subject of his next project, convinced they

mythology, ancient history, and his own political

three sons move into The Gardens—a secluded

have a story that needs capturing. It’s from

observations, The Golden House is at once

enclave in Greenwich Village—people are

René’s perspective that this story is told, and the

beautiful and heartbreaking and offers a searing

immediately curious about who they are and

reader sees each of the Goldens through René’s

commentary on our world today.

where they’ve come from. Son Petya is a brilliant

eyes. As the young filmmaker ingratiates himself

recluse, Apu, a flamboyant artist, and Dionysus is

into the family’s midst, he finds himself

harboring an explosive secret. Having fled their

increasingly entangled in their lives—including

unnamed country for New York City, hoping to

their less-than-savory affairs.

9
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hese adorable two-month-old
kittens (two males and a
female) were found individually as
strays. They absolutely love other
cats and Noodle and Neda were
even adopted into a home
together. Like most kittens, their
favorites things to do are sleep,
eat, and PLAY!

http://bit.ly/AHCats

Find out more about
us and our friends

I

n 1930, one Saturday night at midnight, Genus

birth raises questions and a web of lies spirals out

this one, like the quiet creek running along the

Jackson is chased from his bed, hung from a

of control.

Twelve-Mile Straight,” says the author.

tree, and dragged behind a truck down the

Eleanor Henderson’s debut novel, Ten Thousand

Set in rural Georgia during the Great Depression

Twelve-Mile Straight, a stretch of road connect-

Saints, was named a Best Book of 2011 by the

and Prohibition era, The Twelve-Mile Straight isn’t

ing Cotton County to Florence, Georgia. Accused

New York Times. Her writing evokes strong

just the story of how two babies came to be, but

of raping Elma Jesup, new mother of two

emotions, and her ability to manipulate

a timely American epic that reveals the racial

infants—one light-skinned and one dark—Genus’

perspectives will leave readers quickly turning the

biases that exist in all of us.

murder has far-reaching repercussions.

pages to find out the truth. Full of complex

At eighteen years old, Elma, a white

characters, this southern saga is a magnificent

sharecropper’s daughter, does the best she can

exploration of race and the power of family.

to raise her babies with the help of Nan, the

“I wanted to capture the innocence of those

young black housekeeper, with whom she has a

country stories, and also to fracture it. I knew

sisterly relationship. As startling revelations

there was a darker narrative running alongside

about the Jesup family are unearthed, the twins’
10
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hicken was found at just a
few weeks old crying in a
trashcan. Luckily, she was rescued
and brought to Animal Haven
where she found a foster home
with a staff member. Chicken is
curious, playful, and inquisitive
beyond belief—everything you’d
expect from an adorable
seven-week-old kitten!

http://bit.ly/AHCats
Find out more about
me and my friends

W

olves are some of the most majestic

wolf—perhaps the most famous single

Her speed, endurance, and beauty made her

creatures on earth, and before men, they

animal—on earth,” O-Six has become somewhat

beloved by wolf watchers, especially Yellowstone

ruled. Once plentiful, by the 1920s, they had been

of a social media star, with followers all over the

park ranger, Rick McIntyre. Two men’s lives soon

hunted to near extinction. However, over the last

world.

become intertwined with hers, and with each

two decades, conservationists have fought—and

Blakeslee writes of O-Six, “Her body seemed to

other, in this remarkably visceral story.

won—in reintroducing wolves into the wilds of the

stretch and elongate as the ground swept

American Wolf is not only an education in the

Rockies.

beneath her. Her legs were long—much longer

behavior of wolves, but a story of politics,

This is the story of those wolves. American Wolf

than a dog’s—and her hips narrow, like a

strength, beauty and the American West. It’s

by Nate Blakeslee is an incredibly detailed

cheetah’s. She held her tail straight out, and her

impossible to read Blakeslee’s factual recounting

nonfiction narrative that chronicles several

head was a flattened triangle. She was like an

without feeling anger, sadness, and hope for

generations of wolves living in Yellowstone,

arrow…”

these majestic creatures.

including the life and death of O-Six, the

A remarkable hunter, O-Six once brought down

celebrated Yellowstone wolf, named after the

an entire family of elk in order to feed her pack.

year of her birth. Called “the most famous
11
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ido is paralyzed from the waist
down, but the three-year-old
Terrier mix does have a set of
wheels to help him get
around—and he can really move!
Some people have noticed
sensation in his hind legs, so
there’s a slight chance he might
regain the use of his limbs.

http://bit.ly/AHDogs

Find out more about
me and my friends

C

ombining magical realism with gut-wrench-

resemble nothing on primetime.

perfect for a book club discussion. Fans of Kelly

ingly realistic experiences of life as a

Machado is adept at exploring women’s bodies,

Link and Karen Russell will gobble up this volume,

woman, Carmen Maria Machado’s highly

their relationships to them, and how they’re

which Kirkus Reviews calls “an exceptional and

anticipated debut collection of short stories is

viewed by our society. Beauty, self-image,

pungently inventive first book.”

unnerving in the best way. Breaking every rule of

appearance and sexuality are addressed

Machado’s work has appeared in Granta, the

writing, Machado showcases her ability to blend

throughout the collection, making for a

New Yorker, and NPR, and she was nominated for

genres while delving into what it means to be a

compelling and unforgettable read in which all

a Shirley Jackson Award for excellence in

woman. “The Husband Stitch” is a retelling of the

women will see themselves mirrored.

psychological suspense, horror, and the dark

With illustrative writing like “Nothing makes pink

fantastic. After tearing through Her Body and

taffeta pop like a dark void,” Machado’s

Other Parties, readers will be eager to devour

descriptions are electric, captivating and

whatever Machado writes next.

classic spooky story “The Green Ribbon,” wherein
a wife refuses to let her husband untie the green
ribbon around her neck—and for good reason. In
“Especially Heinous,” Machado reinvents all
twelve seasons of Law & Order: SVU in
delightfully bizarre and creepy ways that

gorgeously writ. Both haunting and comforting,
these stories are ripe for dissection, making them

12
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opeye absolutely loves people.
When he meets someone he
likes, he will lick their hand and
cover them with “kitty kisses.” The
four-year-old was found as a stray
but when his finder could not
adopt him, Popeye was brought to
Animal Haven to find his forever
family.

http://bit.ly/AHCats
Find out more about
me and my friends

I

n 2015, Hogarth launched their Shakespeare

St. Aubyn’s masterful skills as a writer of

Abby and Megan?

series, featuring acclaimed authors reimagin-

domestic dramas are put to good use telling the

King Lear, the story of a misguided king and his

ing Shakespeare’s classic tales into more modern

story of a flawed patriarch through a new lens.

sycophantic daughters, is reinterpreted capably

ones. From Margaret Atwood’s Hag-Seed, a

Henry Dunbar, a media mogul and tech giant,

by St. Aubyn. An examination of money, power,

retelling of The Tempest, to Tracy Chevalier’s New

has had better days. In his old age, he’s confined

greed, inheritance and reconciliation, Dunbar’s

Boy, a rendition of Othello set in Baltimore, to a

to a nursing home and has subsequently handed

dark humor and beautiful writing will capture the

forthcoming Macbeth interpretation by Jo

over his empire to his two eldest daughters, Abby

reader’s attention from the first page.

Nesbø, Edward St. Aubyn is the latest bestselling

and Megan. Sensing they might have something

author to expound on the Bard.

up their sleeves and may not have his best

Famous for his popular Patrick Melrose novels,

interests at heart, he decides to flee the assisted

Edward St. Aubyn brings readers Dunbar, a

living facility. But who will find him first?

contemporary retelling of Shakespeare’s most

Dunbar’s youngest daughter, Florence, the only

well-read tragedy, King Lear.

one who seems to be on his side, or the conniving

13
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wo-year-old Duncan is a goofy
and handsome boy who
originally came from a shelter in
Alabama, where he was overlooked
for years. The American Bulldog
mix is quite a crowd-pleaser; he is
a very smart boy who knows some
fun tricks and is always willing to
learn more!

http://bit.ly/AHDogs

Find out more about
me and my friends

H

arkening back to the Reconstruction era,

and expands upon them, giving each a new

has coincided with that of Obama’s presidency.

“we were eight years in power” was a

introduction and noting how history seems to be

But this isn’t just about presidential politics. In

lament used by black politicians as the American

repeating itself; after two terms of a black

his essays, Coates reflects on our country’s

experiment in multiracial democracy ended in

president, America is witnessing a vicious

biggest issues: race, criminal justice, and

white supremacists returning to rule the South.

backlash and the rise of white supremacists.

inequality. Using his own experiences and

Now, two years after publishing the National

“Obama, his family, and his administration were

observations, he gives a vital account of modern

Book Award-winning Between the World and Me,

a walking advertisement for the ease with which

America and the ways in which our nation’s

Ta-Nehisi Coates returns with a collection of new

blacks could be fully integrated into the

history continues to haunt us, as well as looks

and selected essays on the Obama era.

unthreatening mainstream of American culture,

into the future to what’s next. This contemplative

We Were Eight Years in Power examines the years

politics, and myth. And that was always a

collection is essential to understanding the state

between 2008 and 2016 and the ways in which

problem,” he writes.

of America today.

they reshaped the United States. Coates uses his

Coates is arguably one of the most important

previously published articles from The Atlantic

voices of our time, and his evolution as a writer

14
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P

apaya is a precious,
five-month-old puppy who
came to Animal Haven from the
Caribbean island of Antigua. He is
a silly, happy-go-lucky Hound mix
who fits in perfectly with his new
family.

http://bit.ly/AHDogs
Find out more about
me and my friends

F

rom New York Times bestselling author Amy

Through journal excerpts, heartbreaking letters

about her difficult relationship with her father,

Tan comes a memoir of her life as a writer. In

to her mother, and in writing characterized as

who passed away when she was just fifteen years

Where the Past Begins, Tan explores her own

“free-form spontaneity,” Tan reflects on a

old.

secrets, as well as the secrets of her family

traumatic childhood and the way it influenced

Fans of Tan’s work, like the critically-acclaimed

history.

her life as one of America’s most beloved writers.

The Joy Luck Club, will be enthralled with Where

“In my office is a time capsule: seven large clear

In some ways, writing fiction allowed her to

the Past Begins, eagerly following Tan into her

plastic bins safeguarding frozen moments in

unleash almost-forgotten memories that ended

own writerly mind.

time, a past that began before my birth. During

up being the emotional force behind some of her

the writing of this book, I delved into the

most popular novels.

contents—memorabilia, letters, photos, and the

Tan reveals shocking truths about her past—from

like—and what I found had the force of glaciers

the real reason her parents had her IQ tested at

calving. They reconfigured memories of my

the age of six, to why her parents lied about their

mother and father.”

education—and, for the first time, writes publicly

15
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O

ne-year-old Paloma is one of
those cats who you just can’t
get enough of! Her cheerful
personality and upbeat energy will
make you smile even on the worst
day. Recently adopted, Paloma’s
new family saw her irresistible
spark and scooped her up!

http://bit.ly/AHCats

Find out more about
me and my friends

F

ans of Jennifer Egan’s Pulitzer Prize-winning

an integral part in the survival of the Kerrigan

nightclub where Anna runs into Dexter Styles and

novel-in-stories A Visit From the Goon Squad

family. We learn that Mr. Styles owns several

begins to unravel the reasons why her father

can celebrate—she’s back! Her latest, Manhattan

nightclubs with questionable business

vanished, and just how complicated his life had

Beach, is an historical novel set in wartime

partners...and he’s hired Mr. Kerrigan to work for

become.

Brooklyn that tells the intertwined stories of

him.

With vivid characters and a sweeping plot,

Anna Kerrigan and her father Eddie.

Years later, Mr. Kerrigan has disappeared under

readers will find this emotionally gripping noir

The story opens in 1934 during the Great

mysterious circumstances. The country is at war

thriller difficult to put down. Booklist calls it

Depression. Eddie, who works as a bagman for

and, since men are off on the front lines, Anna is

“propulsive, surprising, ravishing, and revelatory…

the ferries, is struggling to support his wife and

working at the Brooklyn Navy Yard, now the sole

a profound page-turner that will transport and

two daughters, one of whom is severely disabled.

breadwinner for her mother and sister. She

transform every reader.”

The first chapter is told from twelve-year-old

becomes the first-ever female diver, a

We can’t help but agree.

daughter Anna’s perspective, and begins when

treacherous, albeit elite, occupation, repairing

Eddie takes her along on a visit to Dexter Styles,

ships that will help America win the war. It’s at a

a very wealthy and mysterious man who will play
16
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L

ettuce, spinach, and
carrots—these are just a few
treats that get these ladies
chirping! Nothing makes these two
guinea pigs happier than a nice,
big salad or a handful of fresh hay.
Alexa and Siri are easy to please
and provide lots of comic relief.

http://bit.ly/AHGuineaPigs

Find out more about
us and our friends

G

et excited, Tom Hanks is moving from the

collection of short stories this October. The

you, and their musings about the human

movie screen to your bookshelf. If you’re a

volume contains seventeen stories in all, each

condition will amaze you. Hanks exudes warmth

fan of Hanks, then you probably already know

related to a typewriter, and each typed on a

both on- and off-screen, so it should be no

the guy has a love for typewriters that runs deep.

different typewriter.

surprise that the same tenderness translates well

In fact, he owns more than 250 (and estimates

Says Hanks, “In the two years of working on the

to print.

that “90% of them are in perfect working

stories, I made movies in New York, Berlin,

Whether or not you like Hanks as an actor, this

order”), he was profiled in the recent documen-

Budapest, and Atlanta and I wrote in all of

collection of delightful stories will turn you into a

tary California Typewriter, and he partnered with

them.” In the volume, readers meet a man who

fan of his writing.

Hitcents to develop an app, Hanx Writer, that

immigrates to New York City to escape his

brings the tactile writing experience of using a

country’s civil war; four friends who build a rocket

typewriter to your phone or tablet.

ship that takes them around the moon; a bowler

Now Hanks—a two-time Oscar-winner known

who, surprisingly, winds up as ESPN’s newest

best for his roles in films like Forrest Gump,

celebrity. Hanks’ cast of characters will charm

Saving Private Ryan, and Big—will debut his first
17
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anet and Barb are the envy of
every girl in town. Their
gorgeous, long hair and flawless
“highlights” are better than
anything you’d get in the salon.
But don’t let their fancy “do” fool
you, these girls are
low-maintenance and require
nothing but a clean cage and fresh
lettuce to make them happy!

http://bit.ly/AHGuineaPigs

Find out more about
us and our friends

A

fter winning the National Book Critics

society continues to disintegrate, rumors about

“peak of her imaginative powers,” Erdrich’s

Choice Award for LaRose last year, Louise

the end of humanity begin to swirl. With streets

venture into speculative fiction questions the

Erdrich is back with another stunner, this one a

renamed after Bible verses and pregnancy now

meaning of womanhood, biology, identity, and

departure from her previous works.

illegal, it seems like the world has gone mad.

female agency.

The world appears to be ending, and thir-

Adopted in infancy by white parents, Cedar feels

Erdrich is the author of sixteen novels, one of

ty-two-year-old Cedar Hawk Songmaker is four

compelled to find her Ojibwe family in order to

which won the National Book Award for Fiction

months pregnant. Under normal circumstances,

understand where she comes from. But when the

while another was a finalist for the Pulitzer Prize.

that would be something to celebrate, but a

government begins rounding up all the pregnant

This post-apocalyptic story of a world gone

biological catastrophe has occurred, leaving

women, Cedar has to go into hiding. Will that be

horribly wrong is guaranteed to be a harrowing

society in a panic. Evolution has suddenly and

enough to save her?

and horrifying hit that fans of The Handmaid’s

inexplicably reversed itself, reverting back to the

Future Home of the Living God is Cedar’s journal

Tale will be unable to put down.

Stone Age, and women are giving birth to infants

to her child, documenting her experience and her

that resemble a primitive species of human. As

quest to learn more about their origins. At the

18
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P

egasus is a large and playful
Great Dane/Bulldog mix who
doesn’t realize his own size. The
one-year-old is very sweet and
smart, and since he is deaf, he
responds to visual cues instead of
verbal. This handsome guy came to
Animal Haven from a rescue group
in Florida.

http://bit.ly/AHDogs

Find out more about
me and my friends

A

ndy Weir’s first novel, The Martian, sold over

not—is every bit as endearing as Mark Watney.

someone will go to stop this conspiracy she’s

three million copies and was adapted into a

Having lived on Artemis since she was six, Jazz is

involved herself in and, in order to survive, she’ll

blockbuster movie, which earned seven Academy

now in her twenties, directionless and destitute.

have to risk everything in the process.

Award nominations. Weir’s second sci-fi novel,

Unlike the wealthy tourists and kooky billionaires

Of writing Artemis, Weir says, “I got to do the

Artemis, is sure to be a satisfying follow-up, and

who populate parts of Artemis, she lives on the

science-dork stuff I love, but this time with a

movie rights have already been picked up by

poor side of town working as a porter. But that

much more complex and character-driven plot.”

Fox—so make sure you read this one before it hits

hardly pays the bills, let alone her debts, so she

Needless to say, we are over-the-moon excited

the big screen!

finds herself smuggling contraband for the rich.

for this one.

This time around, Weir has traded Mars for the

Stifled by her surroundings and determined to

moon. Artemis is the first and only lunar city,

make a quick buck, when the perfect crime

with a population of just 2,000, and like any

comes her way, with a reward large enough pay

small town, it’s rife with class warfare.

her debts and make her wealthy, she jumps at

Artemis tells the story of Jazz Bashara, who—fear

the chance. But Jazz doesn’t realize just how far

19
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T

hree-year-old Napoleon was
saved from the euthanasia list
at the city shelter, where he landed
after catching a cold. He was
rescued by Animal Haven, treated
with antibiotics and recovered in
no time. He shows his gratitude
with soft purrs and lighthearted
head butts.

http://bit.ly/AHCats

Find out more about
me and my friends

O

ne morning in Los Angeles, a young man is

searching for something—a mother, healing,

neighborhoods that touch but are unknown to

jogging down the freeway in the middle of

answers—and each of them aches for community

each other. It’s a story that I hope suggests that

gridlocked morning traffic, stark naked. Another

and connection.

even in the lowest circumstances there is

man impulsively abandons his car to join him.

Ivy Pochoda, author of The Art of Disappointing

possibility for beauty and joy. Because that is

From this opening scene, Wonder Valley swirls

and Visitation Street, taught a creative writing

precisely what I found.”

through contemporary Los Angeles like a whirling

course at a homeless shelter and community

Fans of talented contemporary fiction writers like

dervish, from the scorching desert to the

center in L.A. The characters were inspired by the

Junot Diaz and Alice Sebold will be drawn to

twinkling Pacific.

real stories of the people she met during that

Pochoda’s unique voice and will agree that she is

With the panoramic views of Southern California

time, bringing a rawness and honesty to this

primed to take her place amongst their ranks.

as the backdrop to this gritty story of violence,

novel that’s hard to ignore. In her author’s note,

survival, and desire, five seemingly divergent lives

she writes, “Wonder Valley is a patchwork,

find themselves suddenly converging. Ren, Britt,

because that’s how I see Los Angeles, layers upon

Blake, James, and Tony are all lost souls

layers, stories that intersect and recoil,

20
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W

ith a face almost too cute to
believe, Soup wins the hearts
of everyone she meets. She came
to Animal Haven as a tiny baby
(still nursing from a bottle) and
has grown into a playful,
affectionate, and gregarious kitten
whom any family would be lucky to
adopt.

http://bit.ly/AHCats

Find out more about
me and my friends

M

ake some room on your bookshelf for this

Bonfire is a startlingly raw and gripping

Kaycee Mitchell. Secrets have a way of coming

debut novel from Krysten Ritter. Yes, that

psychological thriller that will have you putting

back to haunt you, and it turns out Abby’s

Krysten Ritter. The multi-talented actress,

off sleep to finish. After ten years away, Abby

memories of high school may not be as accurate

producer, and writer is trying her hand at fiction,

Williams, an environmental lawyer living in

as she once thought.

and it’s no surprise that she’s good at that, too.

Chicago, reluctantly makes her way back home

One part thriller, one part Erin Brockovich, this

Well-known for her starring roles in hit TV dramas

when she’s tasked with investigating a local

meticulously-researched book will leave you

like Marvel’s Jessica Jones and Breaking Bad,

company. Optimal Plastics, the biggest employer

guessing right up until the very end. With a

Ritter’s acting experience turned out to be quite

and economic support in her small hometown of

carefully-crafted plot, fast-paced writing, and

useful for this new venture. “This was an exciting

Barrens, Indiana, is being accused of dumping

relatable characters, Bonfire proves Ritter’s

opportunity for me to explore the character

chemicals and the townspeople aren’t pleased

talent goes well beyond the screen.

journey and really get inside the head of my

with the probing. And the deeper Abby digs, the

protagonist, a process that has a lot in common

more she’s forced to face her past, including the

with how I prepare to play a role,” says Ritter.

disappearance of her friend-turned-enemy,
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N

ine-month-old Sasha is an
adolescent Staffie/Hound mix
who thinks just about everything is
fun. At first glance, people will
notice what a slim girl she is. She is
naturally skinny with long legs and
is eager to learn some new tricks
and meet new people.

http://bit.ly/AHDogs

Find out more about
me and my friends

W

ith prose that reads like poetry, Mean is a

dressed like a bee that he didn’t hear the

Gurba the art of being mean, and her stories feel

bold and honest story about coming of

screams. Mom’s Yorkie bit his ankle and barked.

like a form of redemption. Also a spoken word

age as a queer brown girl in California in the ‘80s

He frowned, got up, and followed her to the

performer and visual artist, Myriam Gurba’s work

and ‘90s. Part true crime, part ghost story, and

bedroom. From the doorway, Dad stared at

has garnered praise from some of the most

part memoir, Myriam Gurba uses humor to

Mom. The bed glowed red from her blood. Dad

acclaimed feminist writers, including Michelle

tackle heavy subjects like sexual assault, misogy-

wrapped her in wet sheets and threw her into the

Tea, Wendy C. Ortiz and Jill Soloway, who says

ny, and homophobia, morphing her tragic child-

Pinto. He sped to the hospital, where a doctor

“her voice is an alchemy of queer magic, feminist

hood with her comedic, brassy tone.

wearing a leisure suit sunk his scalpel into Mom’s

wildness, and intersectional explosion…She’s

Gurba’s caustic and razor-sharp writing will

abdomen. He cut a slit, reached between the

totally ready to wake up the world.”

make you laugh and cry simultaneously: “This

lips, pulled me out, and held my blue body. He

must have been an omen: Mom went into labor

spanked me. I halfheartedly breathed. This set

with me while Dad was watching Saturday Night

the tone for the rest of my life.”

Live. He was laughing so hard at John Belushi

Surviving a difficult adolescence has taught

22
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E

ight-year-old Morgan came to
Animal Haven with her brother
Bibbo after their elderly owner was
no longer able to care for them.
The Miniature Schnauzer loves
other dogs, cats, and kids! She
even visited Animal Haven’s Caring
Kids Program and was a big hit
with the children.

http://bit.ly/AHDogs

Find out more about
me and my friends

D

istressed by the effects of global

from a “double-secret location,” he advocates an

of the clever, witty ride that’s in store. And, like in

warming—winter has all but disappeared,

anti-Corporate America message and is

the real world, it’s easy to fall under the spell of

the icy snow replaced with slippery mud—radio

determined to find solutions to society’s most

Vern’s Bernie Sanders-esque passion and

show host and lifelong Vermonter Vern Barclay

urgent issues. Unfortunately, after starting a

charisma.

decides that Vermont would be better off if it

peaceful protest at the opening of a local

Author and environmentalist Bill McKibben has

seceded from the United States to become its

Walmart, Vern finds himself labeled a terrorist

spent much of his career writing about the

own republic operating under a free, local

and is now on the run as a fugitive—hence the

impact of global warming and was honored with

economy.

undisclosed recording studio.

the Gandhi Peace Award in 2013. McKibben’s

To enact his quixotic master plan, he gathers a

The novel’s opening scene takes place in

debut novel, Radio Free Vermont, is a fable for

ragtag group of dissenters, including young

Starbucks, where Vern hacks into its speaker

our times and a charming imagination of

computer whiz Perry Alterson, and starts Radio

system to remind customers that “we still have

effective grassroots resistance.

Free Vermont, whose slogan is “underground,

coffee shops in this state actually owned by

underpowered, and underfoot.” Broadcasting

Vermonters.” This introduction to the story’s
undeniably timely message gives readers a taste
23
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D

oughnut is one of the funniest
cats in the shelter. Her big
personality, combined with her big
body, is a winning combination.
The three-year-old likes being the
“leader” of the cat room and
always snags the best window seat
where the afternoon sun hits.

http://bit.ly/AHCats

Find out more about
me and my friends

M

iddle-aged Peri is a beautiful, married

snapshot triggers memories Peri has tried to keep

understanding God, and becomes rapt by her

Turkish woman, who, at the start of the

suppressed. From there, the novel splits in time,

professor, Azur. It’s their relationship that is the

novel is headed to a dinner party at a luxe

delving into Peri’s past and forward into the

driving force of much of the novel.

Istanbul mansion.

dinner party.

Elif Shafak’s novels frequently revolve around

“She never littered the streets, never jumped the

As the opulent evening wears on, terrorist

spiritual themes, and Three Daughters of Eve is

queue at the supermarket, never raised her

attacks befall the city, but Peri’s mind remains on

no different. Set in modern-day Istanbul, Three

voice—even when she had been treated rudely. A

the memories the photograph has conjured.

Daughters of Eve explores the politics of religion,

fine wife, a fine mother, a fine housewife, a fine

Years earlier, she was sent abroad to attend

the role of women in Islam and the dichotomy of

citizen, a fine modern Muslim she was.”

Oxford University and it is there that she meets

being devout and being secular in revelatory

But Peri is rattled. A beggar has just snatched

her two best friends, Shirin and Mona. Dubbed

ways.

her handbag, and while she wrestles it back, an

the “Three Daughters of Eve,” one is a sinner, one

old Polaroid photo—depicting three young

is a believer, and one is confused. It’s also at

women and their professor—falls out. The

Oxford that Peri gets wrapped up in a course on
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